
ADJUSTING TO COLLEGE LIFE ESSAY

First of all, the adjustment to college isn't that rough. The staff and students are trained to make the adjustment as easy
as possible, and the other students they.

The other is does not. College courses with hundreds of students instead of 20 or  Many of your classmates
will know just as few people as you do. They probably feel those too. The opportunity allows selected students
to work on different aspects of the company for six months to a year providing invaluable work experience.
For these questions to come up so often and by so many people, they must obviously relate to something
rather important, a college education. When I tell people I went there the first response I get is "Were you
pregnant? College classes may seem difficult and draining and may involve more hours of studying. For most
college students the most stress is financial implications. I have always been enclosed by my friends and
cousins. Their peers may seem very different from family, friends and acquaintances at home. The factors that
contribute to the success of first year college students are social support, comfort within the college
environment, self control,responsibiliy and positive self concept. However, once these young adults mature
into independent men and women, and enter into the school of their choice, they soon realize the reality of the
college lifestyle. It has been considered as a norm to go to college such that if you do not, some people will
most likely think that you will not succeed. While I did attend a regular high school for two years, I then
transferred to an alternative school called Ace. Going away to college is a big adjustment for everyone, and for
some, it may be a more drastic change than expected. One day you will again have your own kitchen and can
forgo the mystery meat! The majority of college freshmen enter into school picturing an easy, fun-filled ride.
They imagine a lifestyle with no other worries besides an occasional essay or lab. Always bring a pen, paper,
and planner to class 2. It developed me from a young boy into a mature young man. I will discuss my daily
stressors and my coping mechanisms. Adjusting to college life in a dorm is really the first step in
understanding how to live and face challenges on a daily basis.


